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ABSTRACT

This text explores and area of architecture connected to co-design of city 
planning and design and various other subjects connected to civic engagement 
and social integration. The first part is compiled by research and theory 
considering the background of the project and ideas contemplating co-design, 
the role of the architect as facilitator, translator and assimilator and the user 
as expert and weighs the potential and risks involving these. The second 
part considers the organisation Tvättstugan – an institution for democratic city 
planning, existing actors of interest, the present planning process and how 
to navigate within it if one’s intentions were to introduce an alternative to it. 
The third part addresses the project Kvartersråd – a neighbourhood council and 
particularly describes the project and the process of co-designing a proposal. 

The first part of the thesis mention the designer and the planner as well as the 
architect since the ideas presented considering co-design encapsulate many 
professions and are not only applicable to specifically architectural processes 
of design. Later in part two and three the text focuses more specifically on the 
design profession of the architect.

This text is part of a wider architectural master thesis that also consists of a 
presentation presenting models, drawings and other various artworks.
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INTRODUCTION

In Sweden, over the last twenty years’ civic dialogue and methods of civic 
engagement has slowly stepped back into the spotlight after a time on the 
back burner. Born in the 60’s, civic dialogue came out of the public’s discontent 
with the present master plan and top-down moulding of the state’s modernist 
project1. A twenty-year period followed the 60’s during which contemplation 
and research into civic engagement and the right to insight into planning 
processes took place, and resulted in the PBL, the Swedish plan and building 
act, introduced in 19872. PBL prescribed by law civic consultations, so called 
samråd3. This was done in connection to decisions being made, and requested 
the establishment of neighbourhood councils as a model of gathering opinions 
and transmitting them to those in power. In the 80’s and 90’s the interest for civic 
dialogue lessened. Carina Listerborn, PhD and professor in urban planning and 
design at Malmö University describes how the municipal attitudes of the time 

1   Teresa Lindholm, Sandra Oliviera e Costa, Sofia Wiberg (eds.), Medborgardialog – demokrati eller 
dekoration?: tolv röster om dialogens problem och potential i samhällsplaneringen, Arkus, Stockholm, 
2015, p. 10.
2   ibid.
3   PBL Kunskapsbanken, Boverket, 2015, http://www.boverket.se/sv/pbl-kunskapsbanken/planering/
detaljplan/detaljplaneprocessen/standardforfarande/samrad/ (Accessed 2017-03-03)
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were tainted by feeble disbelief in the positive side of engaging the public and 
especially organisations representing political interests in dialogue4.

Today the term civic dialogue has become a new buzz-word and is closely 
accompanied by versions of itself; co-production, civic engagement, co-
design, co-creation etc. It is often used in processes of describing and 
defining visions of how to conduct successful city planning5 6 7. As you read up 
about civic dialogue, declarations of intentions of conducting civic dialogue 
appear almost as frequently as opinions describing it as a deceitful method 
more focused on creating consent rather than actually enabling productive 
dialogue. This contradiction between intent and result is addressed in the 
book Medborgardialog – demokrati eller dekoration?  which translates into 
Civic dialogue – democracy or decoration? (authors translation). This book is  an 
anthology covering many aspects of the present status of civic dialogue and 
civic engagement and of how it should be reconsidered as a means of enabling 
democracy and a socially sustainable society8. Teresa Lindholm, Sandra Oliveira 
e Costa and Sofia Wiberg are the editors of the anthology. They claim civic 
dialogue to be inevitably political and describe the current presence of two 
different perspectives upon engagement of end-users: a positive as well as 
a pessimistic one9, one depicts the constructive possibilities of engaging the 
public in design and city planning. The other rather depicts civic engagement 
in design and planning as a utopian idea unable to live up to its goals. These 
perspectives will be further described later in the text. 

4   Carina Listerborn, Medborgardialog – om makt, genus och stadsutveckling, In: Teresa Lindholm, 
Sandra Oliviera e Costa, Sofia Wiberg (eds.), Medborgardialog – demokrati eller dekoration?: tolv 
röster om dialogens problem och potential i samhällsplaneringen, Arkus, Stockholm, 2015, p 66-68.
5   Umeå Kommun, Böleängsparken ska byggas om, 2016-30-07, http://www.mynewsdesk.com/se/
umea/pressreleases/boeleaengsparken-ska-byggas-om-1584963 (Accessed 2017-03-02)
6   Hammarö Kommun, Medborgardialog, 2016-03-10, https://www.hammaro.se/Paverka/Dialog-och-
paverkan/Medborgardialog/ (Accessed 2017-03-02)
7   Sveriges kommuner och landsting, Utveckla medborgardialoger i kommuner, landsting 
och regioner, 2017-02-23, https://skl.se/demokratiledningstyrning/medborgardialogdelaktighet/
medborgardialog.372.html (Accessed 2017-03-02)
8   Lindholm, Oliviera e Costa, Wiberg p. 9-22
9   ibid p. 13
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New concepts of collaborative production are more and more frequently 
mentioned in planning processes. However, participation in the Swedish 
representational politics is shrinking. SKL, Sveriges Kommuner och Landsting 
(Swedish Municipalities and Counties), a national association working for the 
development of all Swedish municipalities, counties and regions reported in 
2013 how only 5% of the Swedish population are members in a political party 
and only 1% are actively working within politics10. The same report describes 70% 
of the Swedish population as feeling distrust towards municipal political representatives.  

These trends could be read as disbelief not only in politicians but also in the 
political system. In Sweden it is the municipalities and their building committees 
that decide what is built and how11. They are the institutions that develops 
masterplans and detail plans to which all building projects later must adhere, 
and SKL is in turn the institution that produces reports, offers consultation 
and education for their members to help advance their work12. SKL, Boverket, 
(the national board of housing), as well as the authors of Medborgardialog – 
demokrati eller decoration? all ask13 14 15 for other methods of making people’s 
voices heard in the planning process as they recognize how unbalanced 
representation is within the representational political system today.

In Landskap nu!, an anthology about Swedish contemporary landscape 
architecture, three projects in the city of Umeå are mentioned. The development 
of Vasaplan, the public transport node, the development of Rådhusparken, 

10   Sveriges kommuner och landsting, Medborgardialog som del i styrprocessen, 2013-01-14, http://
webbutik.skl.se/bilder/artiklar/pdf/7164-929-4.pdf, p. 7, (Accessed 2017-02-24)
11   Umeå Kommun, Byggnadsnämnden, 2017-02-16, http://www.umea.
se/umeakommun/kommunochpolitik/kommunensorganisation/namnder/
byggnadsnamnden.4.727253b11bda2c0725800023655.html, (Accessed 2017-02-24)
12   Sveriges kommuner och landsting, Om SKL, https://skl.se/tjanster/omskl.409.html, (Accessed 
2017-02-24)
13   ibid. 
14   Boverket, Medborgardialog, 2017-01-26,  http://www.boverket.se/sv/samhallsplanering/
kommunal-planering/medborgardialog1/varfor-satsa-pa-utokad-medborgardialog/, (Accessed 2017-
03-03)
15   Lindholm, Oliviera e Costa, Wiberg p. 9-22
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the central park and the development of Järnvägstorget, the railway square. 
All projects describe an inclusive and civically engaging planning process16. 
These clearly describe processes that work for inclusion of the public in present 
development. But while these examples are published, participants in civic 
dialogue for Rådhustorget, the main square, a project developed simultaneous 
to the ones mentioned in the book, describe experiences where the process 
were not so inclusive (this example will be further described later in the text)17. 
Since all the above-mentioned projects correspond to an overlapping timeframe 
and the three projects mentioned in Landskap nu! had genuinely aspired to be 
inclusive, one could imagine that the development of Rådhustorget had done 
the same. So as for the results of an inclusive planning and design process, what 
allows for it to live up to its intentions? 

 As mentioned, four major topics of discussion define the background of this 
thesis:

1.  How to view the possibility of conducting civic engagement in design 
and planning

2.  Contemporary political development of representational politics in 
Sweden

3.  Finding new ways of making people’s voices heard in the planning 
process

4. Local and present development of the city of Umeå in relation to civic 
dialogue and civic engagement.

This master thesis project consists of investigations into the processes of co-
designing with end-users, particularly students, to determine whether it is 

16   Åsa Drougge, Anders Kling & Karin Westermark (red.), Landskap nu!: samtida svensk 
landskapsarkitektur : contemporary Swedish landscape architecture, 2016
17   Hanna Ivansson, MA student at UMA Umeå School of Architecture, In: Samråd för gestaltning av 
Rådhustorget, present at civic dialogue for the design of the city square, Studion Folkets Hus, Umeå, 
2015-09
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possible to conduct successful design processes collectively for more informed, 
anchored and user-oriented results. It explores the possibilities within co-design 
through a co-design project and hands-on examinations of what it needs to 
be successful, what outcomes can be expected of a process such as this and 
what steps need to be taken to arrive at final proposal. It entails a set-up of 
an organisation that conducts neighbourhood councils to which students 
are invited to participate and co-design an alteration of a present municipal 
development proposal. It also reflects upon present planning processes 
and how the architect as well as the neighbourhood council can position 
themselves within it if their intentions are to enable a more democratic and 
inclusive city planning. This is examined through a mapping of desires, intents 
and needs of different actors connected to students as well as investigations 
into how co-designed city planning could be implemented into present local 
planning processes and make for change in a long-term perspective. Finally, 
the project also investigates the method of using laundry rooms as the space of 
conduct, as a common space beyond laundry and of civic engagement as well 
as communality and socialisation through working there to improve shared 
environments together.  
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GLOSSARY 

Co-design –The act of creating collectively. Co-design entails a creative process, 
which is shared by more than two people where a collectively moulded result 
is produced and as the term is vast the necessity of defining its meaning in this 
paper is of importance.

Civic dialogue – The process of engaging the public in dialogue about 
development projects, policies, civic issues and decisions that effect society and 
civic life. 

Civic engagement – An umbrella term covering various public interactions. 
In this thesis the term will be used with a focus on involvement within a local 
community. In the first part of this paper it will mainly be referred to as the 
engagement in co-production processes and in the latter parts it will refer to the 
creation of, and joining in a neighbourhood council.

Social sustainability – Both a process and a state of actuality. The result of 
structures and processes allowing for a community to have its current members 
desires and needs met and for these structures and processes to feed their own 
development to enable the possibility to maintain and ensure a healthy, equal 
and inclusive community for future generations18. 

18   Moa Tunström, Gemenskap i den hållbara staden – social hållbarhet och medborgarinflytande, 
In: Teresa Lindholm, Sandra Oliviera e Costa, Sofia Wiberg (eds.), Medborgardialog – demokrati eller 
dekoration?: tolv röster om dialogens problem och potential i samhällsplaneringen, Arkus, Stockholm, 
2015, p. 53-63.
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‘As a service profession, design works ‘in service’ to the ideas of its 
clients’19 

19   Magnus Ericson and Raima Mazé (red.), Design Act: socially and politically engaged design 
today - critical roles and emerging tactics, Sternberg Press, Berlin, 2011, p. 12
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PART 1 // 

THE LAUNDRY ROOM AND THE CIVIC

1.1 CO-DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF ROLES

There are probably as many ideas and definitions concerning the purpose of 
design as there are projects in the field. The editors of the anthology Design Act: 
socially and politically engaged design today – critical roles and emerging tactics, 
argue for the necessity of designers and architects to take civic responsibility 
in their work. The concept of design projects being ‘problem solvers’ is just as 
important as the concept of them also being ‘problem finders’20. Within the 
discussion about the purpose of design none of these concepts are usually 
contested. Design and architecture are most definitely about solving and finding 
problems. However as of late, the necessity has risen of answering questions 
about for whom we design and build, and by whom design is conducted. This 
discussion tries to define who should be involved in the design process, and 
has come to compete with the previously standard existential question of what 
design and architecture is. 

20   ibid. 
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Civic engagement in Sweden, a positive and negative 
perspective

As previously mentioned the presence of civic dialogue in the planning process 
in Sweden has come and gone to come back again21. Since the 1960’s when 
the ideas of engaging the public in planning were born here in Sweden (Moa 
T) almost sixty years have passed. This can be considered as both a long and a 
short time for an idea to mature. As mentioned, the editors of the anthology 
Medborgardialog – demokrati eller dekoration? discuss this topic. They describe 
how a definition of using civic dialog and civic engagement can be done today 
using two perspectives – a positive and a negative. 22. The positive perspective 
entails possibilities of dialogue with the public as a tool that helps to strengthen 
the democracy. According to this view, this would lead to developing new forms 
of democracy, further extending the public’s influence in important matters, 
as well as building trust between actors, particularly in matters concerning city 
planning. The editors depict the pessimistic perspective as a form of scepticism, 
often sprung out of experiences of unproductive dialogue. This view does 
not see civic dialog and engagement as a collaboration portraying trust, a 
perspective defined by disbelief in the possibilities of conducting a genuine 
process of civic dialogue. Contemplating these perspectives and connecting 
them to the local and present development of the city of Umeå, which 
perspective do we hope comes closer to the truth?

In late 2015 a civic dialogue, samråd was held in Umeås Folkets hus23 (the civic 
centre). Invitations to the event had announced the possibility for citizens to 
participate in the planning of the new city square, Rådhustorget. At the meeting 

21   Listerborn, p 66-68.
22   Lindholm, Oliviera e Costa, Wiberg p. 13
23  Hanna Ivansson, MA student at UMA Umeå School of Architecture, In: Samråd för gestaltning av 
Rådhustorget, present at civic dialogue for the design of the city square, Studion Folkets Hus, Umeå, 
2015-09
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a project proposal was presented24 which showed an essentially finished project. 
Since the project was so far gone in the planning process it was quite clear 
how there was little space to actually speak up and influence the project with 
own ideas. Several attending citizens were upset as they felt they had been led 
to believe that they would be able to influence the project according to their 
interests and desires for the site in question25. This is only one example of local 
civic dialogue. As mentioned in Landskap nu!26 there are positive examples, but 
again some civic dialogues, if they can even be called that, are no more than an 
email address to which you can send your ideas and opinions27. 

Does the example of the civic dialogue for Rådhustorget reflect the positive 
perspective or rather the pessimistic one? It’s quite clearly the latter. If we in 
relation to this example of civic dialogue take a step back to the question of 
design for whom and by whom, this civic dialogue could be defined by the 
formerly mentioned definition of the pessimistic perspective28. As a dialogue 
for neo-liberal orders putting more responsibility for societal matters on the 
individual, by architects and designers catering to this top-down, macro-level 
of power. It is therefore not a successful dialogue as per definition by this 
thesis. If one’s intentions as architect or designer were to address the positive 
perspective upon civic dialogue in order to work against the answer being that 
of the pessimistic perspective, how would one then do this? There are many 
precedents leading the way towards alternative practices. A number of these will 
be mentioned in this thesis alongside the core project defining it.

24   Umeå Kommun, Gestaltningsprogram Rådhustorget Umeå, 2015-09-08, http://www.umea.se/
download/18.65c1214d14f38ac155321c5b/1441887491401/Program_R%C3%A5dhustorget_150909_
VER2_mindre.pdf,  (Accessed 2017-03-10)
25   Ivansson, Samråd för gestaltning av Rådhustorget
26   Drougge, Kling, Westermark
27   Umeå Kommun, Två nya översiktsplanedelar på samråd, 2017-04-07, http://
www.umea.se/umeakommun/byggaboochmiljo/oversiktsplanochdetaljplaner/
oversiktsplan.4.bbd1b101a585d7048000168114.html, (Accessed 2017-04-25)
28   Lindholm, Oliviera e Costa, Wiberg p. 13
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The user as expert

 ‘a power structure in which the expert architect assumes authority over the 
inexpert layperson […] is unacceptable if one aspires to a participatory process that 
empowers the user […] participation can not be achieved through the disavowal 
of expert knowledge. Nor is the solution to make the architect more accountable 
by making it more transparent […] Instead, a move towards transformative 
participation demands a reformulation of expert knowledge and the way it may be 
enacted.’29 

So, what needs to change to move towards a positive perspective? Initially 
let’s consider the different roles we play as designers and reconsider their 
constituents to open up towards an awareness of how we work, and on that 
path, make for a shift of thought enabling us to successfully alter our work 
towards dialogue and co-production. 

As architects and designers, we undergo many years of education and training 
to attain the experience and knowledge which enables us to lead and execute 
projects in our work life. A design profession might mean a lifetime of learning 
due to the diversity and complexity of projects we go through.  The process 
of co-design alters the learning process from the traditional method of the 
professional learning about its target group from disconnected sources such as 
statistics, to learning from this target group through the process of co-designing 
with it. The difference here can be described as transference from the target 
group as subjects of study to instead being partners in study30 of what aspects 
of their community and lives could be considered and helped by the design 
project. 

29   Jeremy Till, The Negotiation of Hope, In: Peter Blundell Jones, Jeremy Till and Doina Petrescu 
(eds), Architecture and Participation, Abingdon: Spon Press, 2005, p.30-31.
30  Elisabeth B-N. Sanders and Pieter Jan Stappers, Co-creation and the new landscapes of design, 
preprint for article in CoDesign, Taylor & Francis 2008, p.8
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In this instance, the coming up with ideas, the feeding of site-specific knowledge 
and the dialogue considering the qualities of space is shared in the design 
process. It is transformed from being assigned completely to the professional 
into becoming a collective activity in collaboration with those who are to use the 
future proposal. This, if done correctly, embraces the positive perspective upon 
civic dialogue. It enables civic engagement and permits for a more anchored 
proposal to be designed. This by the means of accurate information fed to the 
project, and by the participants understanding of the project and knowledge of 
its suitability for their community. 

‘Space is a conversation. It is not merely a container for people and things. Instead. 
Space is ever evolving and iterative’31 So through developing a dialectic with the 
end-user and freeing aspects of our role in the design process, allowing for our 
partners in study to take on and share these roles, we execute the definition of 
the positive perspective. 

The designer and the public, different responsibilities

Promoting co-design and applying the role of the expert onto the end-user, does 
not mean giving up our roles as designers. It would be unproductive to request 
participants managing tasks demanding training in the profession, since this 
isn’t something taught over the course of a neighbourhood council meeting. 
But what is it that defines what the professional ought to provide and what 
the participant should contribute with? We have already concluded the user as 
expert, but of the designer’s responsibilities? When conducting co-design, all 
the various elements, methods and processes used define its possibilities for 
success. In short, to be able to co-design with end-users they must be helped, 
and this help must in turn be designed to fit. This is where the designer comes in, 

31  Tilt, Codesigning Space, Artifice books on architecture, London, 2013, p.51
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the designer designs processes in order to help participants to co-design32. This 
design of methods of enabling design is essential. Asking co-design participants 
to produce such an advanced thing as technical drawings like building plans 
and sections, would be asking too much. Such a demand would undermine the 
co-design projects possibilities to produce constructive results and leave the 
participant with a feeling of having successfully contributed. Two outcomes 
both desirable in co-design processes. Instead participants ought to be assisted 
in contributing with what they know best. Their expertise is their own stories 
and experiences of spaces. Naturally this ought to be combined with the 
designer contributing their special skills, such as finding novel solutions through 
design. Together both parties can form a symbiotic bond, thus improving the 
project, now being fed by two sets of expertise, user and designer, both parties 
contributing with their special skills. 

The architect as facilitator, facilitating creativity

As mentioned, language, place of conduct, tools and tasks used are key in a 
co-design process. This as well as the professional designer with experience 
of the design process facilitating participation in it. The designer as facilitator 
and specifically the architect as one, is not a new idea, two people who argue 
for it are Elisabeth B.-N Sanders and Pieter Jan Stappers, authors of the text Co-
creation and the new landscapes of design33. They describe how in society there is 
diverse creative potential and how facilitation suiting different types of potential 
is needed in order for co-design to be as successful as theory surrounding the 
subject believes it to be.  They argue that all people have creative ability and 
in order of ‘bringing people into the design process in ways most suitable to their 

32  Hanna Ivansson, MA project Kvartersråd/Tvättstugan – an institution for democratic city planning, 
MA student at UMA Umeå School of Architecture, 2017, https://tvattstugan.org/om/, (Accessed 2017-
04-25).
33  Sanders and Stappers, p. 8-12
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ability to participate’34, facilitation is absolutely necessary, opinions this thesis 
supports. Further they argue that to address different people’s creative ability 
(which might vary extensively from person to person), the facilitator must 
investigate and make an effort to recognize what methods of co-design will 
work best for each project. 

The architect Kim Trogal describes35 her view upon facilitation in consideration 
of the role of the architect in the anthology Altering Practices, where she writes 
about her postgraduate thesis Open Kitchen – Cookery architecture, that proposes 
engagement of women in urban regeneration through the method of cooking 
together.

‘The role of the architect must be carefully considered, a role that moves 
from author to facilitator, using and disseminating their knowledge in a way 
that participants can work with them creatively’36

In relation to the idea of facilitation, where the designer helps participants to 
work with them, Trogal mentions how all of us become ‘active participants in 
the process’37. With this in mind, one could argue that successful facilitation of 
participators’ abilities to express themselves creatively, to be the foundation of 
co-design. This based on how facilitation could, if done successfully as described 
by Trogal in her text38, enable participants, connecting them to their own 
authentic ideas for the co-design project at hand, being helped to express and 
communicate them. This in comparison to a less successful facilitation where 
participants sit idle, feel estranged by the design task at hand and the project 

they are asked to co-design, unable to contribute. 

34  Sanders and Stappers, p. 11
35  Kim Trogal, Open Kitchen or ’cookery architecture’, In: Doina Petrescu (eds.), Altering practices: 
feminist politics and poetics of space, Routledge, London, 2007, p. 180
36   ibid. 
37   ibid. 
38   ibid. p. 169-188
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The architect as translator, translating to enable

It might seem extensive to put such significant time and effort into the 
process of facilitation, but much as it is extensive it is also necessary. Further, 
our responsibility doesn’t stop here, we must also be translators. Combine 
architects, a Swedish landscape architecture office, contributor to the anthology 
Medborgardialog – demokrati eller decoration? describes their work with civic 
dialogue and co-design39. They mention how each place is different, how its 
inhabitants are equally different and how similarly different people’s ability to 
understand projects are. They argue that we must adapt our methods, words 
and language to fit these different places and these different people, how we 
must translate between the project and our participants, our partners of study. 
Because if terms are used that are too distant, participants might be denied 
insight and understanding merely by not understanding the task at hand, and/
or feeling excluded in a process intending to be including. This would inevitably 
hinder a co-design process. This also entails asking impossible questions, 
questions that are too wide, requesting the participant to answer something 
only allowing for speculation. If the question is worded in a manner that helps 
the participant’s ability to answer in a genuine and precise manner, allowing 
for the expertise of the participant to come forward, the co-design process 
will have much better odds of being successful. It is about understanding and 
making facts accessible, but also very much about helping democracy. It is about 
enabling people to access and understand processes, structures and concepts 
around them that have an effect on their lives but might be incomprehensible, 
hidden to them in bureaucratic language, in numbers or reports counting 
hundreds of pages tempting no civilian to read them.  

This idea of the designer and architect as translator also extends onto the idea of 

39   Combine arkitekter, arkitektens roll och potential i medborgardialog, In: Teresa Lindholm, Sandra 
Oliviera e Costa, Sofia Wiberg (eds.), Medborgardialog – demokrati eller dekoration?: tolv röster om 
dialogens problem och potential i samhällsplaneringen, Arkus, Stockholm, 2015, p. 148.
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urban pedagogy addressed in the introduction of Medborgardialog – demokrati 
eller dekoration?40. Though here the focus rather lies on translation between idea 
and proposal than participant and project/process. In this case architects and 
planners must care for and arrive at translating how different design solutions 
address the problems at hand. Here a reconnection meeting is needed and 
translation to make connections between ideas that have come up, and of how 
these later are developed into concrete spatial solutions. It might seem easy 
to make connections between ideas and proposal as you are embedded in the 
entire process of a project, but if you are not educated in design and see the final 
proposal, having only been with the project at the moments of civic dialogue, 
it might be difficult to make connections between the problems and issues 
brought up at the meetings and the final designed proposal. 

To exemplify, a neighbourhood council meet at a couple of occasions and co-
design a proposal for a site in collaborating with an architect. The latter, after 
having participated in the co-design process goes on to process the co-design 
outcomes, technically drawing and producing material for the final proposal. As 
this step in the process makes the project go from being ideas, conversations 
and propositions to being quite concrete, it is important that the architect 
reconnects with the council, translating and anchoring their work in the qualities 
of the drawn proposal. And if there are participants that desire changes, take 
them into account, make changes and then reassemble to translate again. 
Otherwise the co-design process is at risk, since trust, common cause and 
owning ones differences of opinion and personality are, according to Nabeel 
Hamdi41 some of the core conditions making for the success of participatory 
design. 

40   Lindholm, Oliviera e Costa, Wiberg, p.16
41  Nabeel Hamdi, UN Habitat, Participation in Practice, video lecture, 2014-04-22, https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=7r9IYl4CtKI, (Accessed 2017-02-23)
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The architect as assimilator, assimilating the connection 
between the individual and the city

Kim Trogal, describes42 how everyday practice can be used as a reference tool 
in co-design. These thoughts are anchored in her work with collective cooking, 
specifically an everyday practice in women’s lives. Through incorporating 
issues of urban regeneration into the process of cooking food she allows for 
the complex issue of urban regeneration to come and suddenly stand close to 
these women. Trogal makes recipes for how to self-build and discuss appetite for 
a project in relation to taste and pleasure. This so she can, together with her co-
design group of women, decide which part of the project is most appetizing and 
motivate how this part should be built first43. Trogal makes no mention of the 
word assimilation as she discusses the role of the architect as facilitator, but one 
could argue that on top of facilitation in relation to her work with women and 
cooking to enable co-design and co-planning, there is also a need for architects 
or planners to practice assimilation. In this case we use the understanding of the 
word as, ‘responding to new situations in conformity with what is already 
available to consciousness’44. 

In co-design assimilation would be done between urban life and the life and 
experiences of the citizens, the participants, to build awareness that the life of 
the city is the life of them. Because as the public are given the role of experts 
of the city, it is important to not only facilitate creativity about planning for it, 
and translate projects and processes to allow for an understanding of it, but 
also through assimilation of city and citizen convince participants of how they 
have a unique relationship to it and how this relationship is one fragment of the 
city, so that no matter how little they know about city planning they are helped 

42  Trogal, p. 175-176
43  ibid. p.180
44  Merriam Webster online dictionary, 2017, https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/
assimilation, (Accessed 2017-02-25)
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to understand that they have thousands of experiences of the results of it. The 
project The other guide45, a MA project conducted by 4th year students at UMA, 
Umeå School of Architecture, considered city branding, the one commercial 
image brought forward by marketing agencies in relation the many civic images 
of the city. In a collection of booklets produced for the project the authors 
argued46 that isn’t one image or experience that represent the city, but many, 
that the city is in fact made up of fragments, each one translating into the life of 

one of its citizens.

45  Felicia David Reppen, Cajsa Winge, Hanna Ivansson, The other guide, MA project, 2016, https://
theotherguideumea.wordpress.com/, (Accessed 2017-02-25)
46   Felicia David Reppen, Cajsa Winge, Hanna Ivansson, Fragments, a micro strategy, 2016, https://
theotherguideumea.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/06_fragments.pdf, (Accessed 2017-02-25)
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‘(Civic) influence and civic engagement can be named in many ways, 
but is always about a negotiation of power and impact’47 (authors 
translation)

47   Listerborn, p.65
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1.2 THE HOUSING MARKET AND A GROUP IN TRANSITION

A focus on students

Umeå is one of Sweden’s youngest cities48, clearly the university plays a large 
role in the influx of young people due to students and researchers moving here. 
These young people, as they move are finding themselves in a part of their lives 
when they change their housing situation the most49. They move to acquire 
an education, to discover, to search for a home fitting both their professional 
and private lives. What is inconsistent with the fact that from the time that 
young people move away from home, and for the next decade or so remain 
in transition as shown I reports made by Umeå Kommun50, is another fact, that 
young people in Sweden, as they move around searching for their context are 
having a hard time on the housing market51. 

48   Umeå Kommun, Umeå kommunfakta, 2015-12-31, http://www.umea.se/
download/18.195f80f41549bef18ec339ff/1466429134303/Kommunfakta+2016+Ume%C3%A5+FAKTA.
pdf, (Accessed 2017-02-25)
49   Umeå Kommun, Hushåll och bostäder, så bor vi i Umeå, 2016, http://www.umea.se/
download/18.3b3a3810157aea290ac16ff/1476194803384/UK_Rapport-7_sa%C2%A6%C3%A8-bor-vi-
i-Umea%C2%A6%C3%A8_LR.PDF, p. 6 (Accessed 2017-01-20)
50   ibid. 
51   Martin Grander, Malmö högskola, Till allmän nytta? – Kommunala allmännyttiga bostadsbolag vid 
vägskäl, video lecture, 2016-03-02, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XtJtP-nh-mo, (Accessed 2016-
10-11) 
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A difficult housing market

So why is it so hard for young people?  There are many answers to that question; 
one of them has to do with the development of society towards being controlled 
by a more market-oriented economy, another answer has to do with the sell-
off of Allmännyttan, the municipally owned social housing apartments. Martin 
Grander, a PhD researcher of urban studies at the College of Malmö, one of 
the contributors of the book Nyttan med allmännyttan, a book describing the 
position of Allmännyttan on the present housing market, mentions52 in a lecture 
based on the book, that one of the reasons to why young people, students 
and people with low income face difficulties is the sell-offs of social housing. 
Grander describes53 how municipal social housing companies chose to sell older 
apartments that are in need of renovation and use the income from the sales for 
construction of new housing, a claim supported by a report by Boverket54 from 
2009 on competition on the Swedish housing market. A lot is built; in fact, the 
report shows how the number of rental apartments built in Sweden today is 
higher than the amount of built tenant-owned apartments. But simultaneously 
it shows how nationally the number of rental apartments is shrinking; a 
development that at first glance seams contradictory; the occurrence is 
explained both by Boverket and the media as trend where social housing 
companies sell parts of their housing stock to private investors55 56.  These private 
investors in turn want to make a profit by transforming and selling these former 
rental apartments into higher standard tenant-owned apartments57. In the case 
of Umeå and its municipal housing company Bostaden AB, no official decisions 

52   ibid
53   ibid
54   Boverket, Konkurrens på bostadsmarknadena – ett nedslag i 14 kommuner, 2009, http://www.
boverket.se/globalassets/publikationer/dokument/2009/konkurrens_pa_bostadsmarknaderna.pdf, p. 15 
(Accessed 2017-01-20)
55   ibid p. 14-16
56   Johan Hellekant and Sebastian Orre, Stockholms stad sålde ut 26 000 bostäder, article, Svenska 
dagbladet, 2015-05-27,  https://www.svd.se/ett-paradigmskifte-pa-stockholms-bostadsmarknad 
(Accessed 2016-10-15)
57   Grander
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about sell-offs have yet been made, though negotiations about selling some of 
the housing stock in need of renovations have been going on for over a year58. 
What Grander finds to be problematic for students and young people in relation 
to this trend of sell-offs is how new rental apartments rarely are built in a way 
allowing the rent to stay affordable for them. Here Bostaden AB works well as 
an example with their newly built apartments at Öbacka Såg, with 9,500SEK/
month in rent for an unheated 70m2 apartment59. This is a large step up in price 
compared to an apartment from the 1960’s coinciding in size, located in a 
similarly attractive location in Umeå (Berghem), cost 5,292SEK/month60. In his 
lecture61 Grander mentions another factor making it harder for young people 
to compete on the housing market to be that of construction costs for new 
housing currently being quite high. He describes how interviewed municipal 
housing companies explain how they must sell about twice as many apartments 
as they build to acquire the money for construction. And even if developers try 
to build cheaply with modular housing and other low-cost methods, Grander 
claims rents in the new apartments to be unable to go as low as they can in older 
dwellings. 

To summarize, young people and students have difficulties on the housing 
market because of the sale of old cheap apartments, luxury renovations that 
raise standards as well as rents and new construction that is only affordable for 
the middle class and above.

Another reason playing a role is that of the law change62 in 2010, where 
Allmännyttan since must act in a business-like manner and turn a profit. Grander 
describe63 how many of the municipal housing companies he interviewed 

58   Arne Müller, SVT Nyheter, Bostaden kan komma att sälja bostäder, 2016-01-27,  https://www.svt.
se/nyheter/lokalt/vasterbotten/bostaden-kan-komma-att-salja, (Accessed 2016-11-12)
59   John Andersson, tenant at Öbacka Såg, john-andersson@live.se, Umeå, interview 2017-04-25
60   Lars Josephson, tenant at Berghem, lars.josephson@gmail.com, Umeå interview 2017-04-25
61   Grander
62   Sveriges riksdag, SFS (2010:879) om allmännyttiga kommunala bostadsaktiebolag, §2, 2010-06-
23
63   Grander
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mention the law change led, and how it lead them to change rental policies 
and rents, how earlier rents were set so the company would break even but 
how that now had to change. Grander goes on to describe how since the new 
law gained legal force rents are raised, cut backs are done on maintenance and 
service, much to allow for profit to be made64. He also mentions how, due to the 
law change,  alterations in rental policies can be connected to these municipal 
housing companies more pressing need to insure against financial loss. How 
today 90% of Allmännyttan demand that tenants have an income 15% of them 
say no to applicants without permanent employment. He also mentions65 
how 38% of Allmännyttan say no to tenants on housing benefits, a group 
out of which young people make a large part, and how many public housing 
companies prefer not to give contracts to heavily indebted applicants. Another 
group where many students belong in due to student loans.

Municipal council members younger than 30 years of age in the nation were 
in 1990 at 7% and had by 2007 fallen to 5.5%66. The displacement in Bostadens 
student housing which is the company that holds the largest student 
housing stock is at 50% a year67, an enormous number of people moving. 
Surely, one could imagine that such a large group of people searching for 
better accommodation could have something to say about housing and city 
development? And after graduation, when students have spent their time in the 
housing queue on a student apartment and no longer are allowed to stay there, 
possibly with student loans and no permanent employment what are they to 
do? How can we co-create an example of how they can be heard and influence 
their situation for the better?

64   ibid
65   ibid
66   Sveriges regering, Regeringens proposition 2004/05:2, Makt att bestämma – rätt till välfärd, 2004-
09-23, https://data.riksdagen.se/fil/D9ED4F7D-6635-4466-A0D5-B5CA55BCEC57, p. 109 (Accessed 
2017-01-20)
67   Nils-Erik Andersson, housing developer at Bostaden AB, nils-erik.andersson@bostaden.umea.se, 
Umeå, interview, 2017-01-12.
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Umeå Municipality wants to grow

One of Umeå Municipality’s goals is to reach 200 000 inhabitants by 205068. 
Reports produced by the municipal planning department show69 70 how Umeå 
is growing in population and how those who move here to stay are almost 
ultimately moving from shrinking municipalities in Norrland, the northern 
hinterland. They mention here how ‘generally a decrease in population in the 
hinterland contributes to the growth of Umeå’71 (authors translation) and how 
it is important to ‘keep this strong position in Norrland’72 (authors translation) 
continuing to attract people from the hinterland to move here.  

At a conference held in Umeå in the fall of 2016 called Rådslag för hållbar 
utveckling73, (conference for sustainable development) many aspects of 
sustainability were addressed. But as the issue of population growth was 
repeated again and again by the speaker as a key to this development it was 
difficult not to think about the hinterland and the shrinking communities 
there loosing, as per definition by the claims at the conference, their key to 
this sustainable development as Umeå was getting bigger. At the time of the 
conference, Umeå had 122 892 inhabitants, this left another 77 108 people 
having to move in before Umeå acquires their esteemed population count 
of 200 000. To portray what a loss of 77 108 people in the hinterland would 

68   Umeå Kommun, Umeå mer stad – strategier för tillväxt, 2016-10-20, http://
www.umea.se/umeakommun/byggaboochmiljo/stadsplaneringochbyggande/
strategierfortillvaxt.4.6d96946b127b1c6010c80002271.html, (Accessed 2017-01-20)
69   Umeå Kommun, Så flyttar Norrlänningarna Del2: Tillväxt- och förlustkommuner i Norrland, 2015, 
http://www.umea.se/download/18.7e0bd80714caac19053e383/1429787721658/UK-Flyttningar-
rapport-2.pdf, p. 6, (Accessed 2017-01-20)
70   Umeå Kommun, Så flyttar Norrlänningarna Del3: Fokus Umeå, 2015, http://www.umea.se/
download/18.7e0bd80714caac19053e42f/1429789436088/UK_flyttningar_rapport-3.pdf, p. 18, 
(Accessed 2017-01-20)
71   ibid
72   ibid
73   Hanna Ivansson, MA student at UMA Umeå School of Architecture, In: Umeå Kommun 
Rådslag för hållbar utveckling, present at conference, Nolia, Umeå, 2016-10-05, http://www.
umea.se/umeakommun/utbildningochbarnomsorg/kvalitetsarbeteochutvecklingsprojekt/
naturskolanochlarandeforhallbarutveckling/radslaget.4.5a20b567158732b42aae1e.html
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comprise, a comparison can be made with how many urban areas would have 
to be emptied in Norrland to make for 77 108 people. The number counts 17. 
The count is made based on a list74 from the end of 2015 based on statistics SCB, 
Statistiska centralbyrån, the central bureau for statistics, showing the population 
count of all the Swedish tätorter (urban centres). To supply Umeå with another 
77 108 people, (according to this list) the urban center of Boden, Lycksele, 
Åsele, Sollefteå, Robertsfors, Dorotea, Vilhelmina, Arvidsjaur, Sorsele, Arjeplog, 
Ramsele, Storuman, Malå, Norsjö, Bjurholm, Vindeln and Älvsbyn would have 
to be emptied out. Without venturing further into the issue of urbanisation and 
the division between city and countryside, it must be said that this can hardly be 
mentioned as sustainable.

Student generated growth

In 2016 Umeå university reported having an amount of 32 112 students 
attending, 22% of these were students studying at a distance75. This still leaves 
around 25 000 students living in or in the area around Umeå over the course 
of their studies. What if the population growth desired by Umeå Municipality 
could consist of students staying in the city after graduation? And instead of 
targeting influx from the hinterland and contributing to the depopulation and 
degradation76 of it the municipality could plan for students to easily be able 
to stay. The positive aspects of this kind of population growth could as well 
contribute to city development by the means of keeping knowledge acquired at 
the university and in the city after students have finished their studies, which in 
turn could allow for development helped by this knowledge. Instead of having 
students move after their studies and let their acquired knowledge contribute 

74   Wikipedia, Lista över sveriges tätorter, 2017-03-27, https://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Lista_%C3%B6ver_Sveriges_t%C3%A4torter, (Accessed 2016-10-05)
75   Umeå universitet, Årsredovisning 2016, http://www.umu.se/digitalAssets/194/194024_umu-
rsredovising-2016---ume-universitet.pdf, p. 14, (Accessed 2017-03-30)
76   Po Tidholm, Norrland: essäer och repotage, reef. eds., Teg Publishing, Luleå, 2014, p. 9-24
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elsewhere. NTK, the student union for sciences and technology support this 
theory as they mention in an interview how they believe that Umeå doesn’t 
take advantage of the opportunity that a student influx means to university 
cities77. They mention other cities, Linköping for example where the university 
Linköpings Universitet works together with the municipality to plan for city 
development strategies that makes people want to stay78. And as mentioned 
earlier these students, in collaboration for city development strategies would 
most likely, if asked and engaged in co-design be able to contribute with a 
lot of valuable information addressing housing and student integration since 
they are this group in transition, with their experience of moving and opinions 
concerning what would make them stay.

77   Johannes Henriksson and Hanna Norberg, council representatives at NTK, Umeå naturvetar- och 
teknologkår, Umeå Universitet, interview 2017-01-19
78   Eva-Lottie Molin, Studenterna viktiga för staden, article, Dialog, 2016-12-07, http://www.linkoping.
se/contentassets/571859bb7fef4fb28fdae38481af8dec/dialog_1604.pdf, p. 9 (Accessed 2017-01-19) 





Image 3
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‘Why the laundry room of all places? There are many reasons but 
primarily because of its history as a revolutionary formula in the 
progression towards a modern society in Sweden. It statues a 
shining example of how one as a citizen can affect, make a difference 
and collectively, in co-production create sustainable, anchored 
solutions that stand in the future and bare witness of hoe democratic 
processes are possible.’79

79   Hanna Ivansson, MA project Kvartersråd/Tvättstugan – an institution for democratic city planning, 
MA student at UMA Umeå School of Architecture, 2017, https://tvattstugan.org/ (Accessed 2017-04-25)
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1.3 THE LAUNDRY ROOM AS A METHOD

Developing the laundry room

The laundry room has held a key role in the development of modern-day 
Sweden, there are few countries in the world where the use of common laundry 
rooms is so established as it is here, particularly in the developed part of the 
world4. In the Swedish context, the laundry room is often associated to much 
more than the actual activity of doing laundry. There is the phenomena of 
writing angry notes to communicate irritation as the laundry room code of 
conduct has been violated, which has been mentioned as a particularly ‘Swedish’ 
phenomenon5. Then there is the explicit system of social control amongst 
laundry room users where both written and unwritten rules, along with other 
regulations often are rigorously communicated by both landlords and other 
tenants. If a rule is broken, this delict is then in turn often publicly announced by 
the means of posting angry notes. This behaviour is carefully investigated and 
described by anthropologist Marcus Knutagård in his article, The Laundry room – 
between dirty laundry and social control80 (own translation). 

Then there is the social democratic agenda that established the laundry room, 

80   Marcus Knutagård, Tvättstugan, mellan smutstvätt och social kontroll, Antropologi, no. 53, 
2006/2007, p.125-138
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as we know it today, deriving from the Folkhem, which translates to civic home, 
instigated by the Swedish state in the 1930’s and wrote the right to laundry 
facilities into the law book in the 1940’s81. This reform, meant and achieved to 
lift the country out of its exceptionally poor housing conditions and liberated 
the homemakers from the heavy labour of washing clothes by hand, this 
through developing a standardized functionalistic housing scheme where the 
everyday housework became an issue for the state to solve82. Today, almost 90 
years after that the first laundry room was built in Sweden, it prevails. Whilst 
other projects initiated by the Folkhem has become un-modern and therefore 
been abandoned. The rug-whipping station is one of these, it can be found 
rusting in residential areas from the time, this whilst the laundry room is facing 
a renaissance. Today in Sweden there are examples of owners’ cooperatives and 
landlords collaborating with Swedish universities to research and test future 
housing solutions. The researchers at HSB Living Lab in Gothenburg argue for a 
significant positive prospective in redesigning the laundry room and eliminating 
its shortcomings by optimizing both its environmental, economic and social 
potentials83. 

In consideration of the laundry room as an institution for change through 
its authority in the development of the nation over the course of the almost 
hundred years it has been with us, it seems highly appropriate as a site for 
investigations of new methods for development. Through its key role in the 
transcendence of cities into modernity as the right to laundry rooms were 
written into the law book in the 40’s and as its birthmother was the public 
opinion demanding a solution to the heavy labour of doing laundry, it not only 
seems, but is, highly suitable for investigation of methods for co-design of city 
development.  To build on the appropriateness of this space as well suited for co-
design we can make the connection with present methods of expression. Here 

81   Kristina Lund, Tvättstugan: en svensk historia, Nordiska museets förlag, Stockholm, 2009, p.56-59
82   ibid, p 22-25
83   HSB Living Lab, HSB/Chalmers University, 2016, https://www.hsb.se/kampanjer/hsblivinglab/
Research/  (Accessed 2016-11-02)
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referring to angry notes in the laundry room and their concern for neighbourly 
behaviour and propositions for changes, in the direct vicinity of the act of note-
writing, one could then argue that the conception of expressing opinion is 
already anchored in the room.  The laundry room is in this manner a collectively 
negotiated space.  

Collectively

Kim Trogal mentions in her text how no matter what we do together, if it is 
laundry, gardening or building, the process of making what can become a social 
event from which a community can develop through this activity84. Gillian Rose 
agrees with Trogal in her analysis of community arts projects, as she underlines 
the importance of the act of ‘making the object together’85 rather than just the 
object itself. She argues that participation in community arts is a dynamic 
process, where the project is ‘not always the expression of an anterior identity but 
can be understood as a development of identities’86. That is to say, the participants 
shared involvement and experience change both them, the outcome of the 
project and the processes of participation, one project at a time. This idea that 
engagement furthers an identity of engagement in turn coincides with the ideas 
of Peter Levine, research Professor in Philosophy and Professor of citizenship and 
public affairs at Tufts university who claims87 that civic engagement but must be 
taught because it does not simply happen on its own. 

84   Trogal, p. 173
85   Gillian Rose, Performing Inoperative Community: The Space and Resistance of Some Community 
Arts Projects, In: Stevie Pile and Michael Keith (eds.) geographies of Resistance, London: Routhledge, 
1997, p. 184-202
86   ibid.
87   Peter, Levine, Collective action, civic engagement and the knowledge commons, In: Hess, 
Charlotte & Ostrom, Elinor, Understanding knowledge as a commons: from theory to practice, 1st MIT 
Press pbk. ed., MIT Press, Cambridge, 2011, ch.9, p. 247-275
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Outside the box

As for another aspect of the laundry room, it is not a design professional’s 
traditional office. In the project Kvartersråd88 participants have expressed a 
conviction of that the process of planning in an inventive and co-productive 
way are helped by the fact that the council meetings are held in a laundry room. 
For the fun of doing something else in a room traditionally used only for doing 
laundry, for local awareness of city planning being accessible close to home 
and done differently than usual, but also for the productivity of the meetings. 
Sitting in an office downtown with the task at hand to plan for an area or 
neighbourhood can prove difficult if the designer in question wants to allow for 
the design to both cover problem solving and problem finding. If the designer 
steps out of their physical as well as mental office, implying that traditional 
processes of design might be difficult to see beyond, unless they are challenged 
by other ideas as by other spaces. As you venture outside of what you usually 
know, the change of scenery might help to word new ideas for processes of 
planning and designing and allow for needs to be understood on a much deeper 
level.

88   Hanna Ivansson, MA project Kvartersråd/Tvättstugan – an institution for democratic city planning, 
MA student at UMA Umeå School of Architecture, 2017, https://tvattstugan.org/2017/03/16/infor-
kvallens-kvartersrad-2/, (Accessed 2017-04-25) 
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‘pertinent to the codesign approach is an understanding that it is the 
people that use the space who give purpose to it, who activate and 
animate it with their encounters and insights, and who imbue it with 
meaning’89

89   Tilt, p.53
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1.4 ETHICS AND RISKS

Owning our roles

Design is a process, not a product and successful co-design rely on this being 
an honest and trusting process where participants own their roles and are 
aware of what roles to own. To make these clear and allow for a discussion and 
consideration of them to avoid misunderstandings that might damage the 
trust upon which the success of the participatory practice rests90 they must be 
addressed as early as possible in the process. Co-design is indeed supposed to 
be the process, meaning that different actors contribute, but their contributions 
are to different parts of the proposal. As described the role of the participant 
is expert, the role of the designer is facilitator, translator and assimilator and 
to minimize the risk of responsibilities to be misinterpreted, a definition of 
these roles must be addressed at a very early state in the project. Roles can of 
course be altered and taken on by others over the course of the project if found 
necessary by the co-designers, but this should only ever be done when there is 
zero risk of the involved to have their trust compromised by misinterpretations 
of the degree of their possible influence.

90   Hamdi
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Continually asking questions

Opening up the design process and including users is easier said than done. 
On top of the work done to cater to this involvement, it does not come without 
risk. What if the many voices entering the process turn into white noise and 
the participants get into conflict? How can a scenario be created in which 
the main motivation of understanding and inclusion can help processes that 
enable outcomes that are successfully democratic and socially sustainable? 
How does a laundry room full of people become a community? How can we 
empower people to not feel removed from the design process but rather be 
agents deciphering it? Here intentions must be not to find the one answer to 
these questions, but to continually ask these questions throughout the projects 
to allow for many answers and avoid unconstructive conflict obstructing 
successful outcomes. These questions can from a risk assessment point of view 
be considered foundations to the investigations performed through co-design, 
attempting to find the best answers for each project, helping understanding and 
avoiding conflict as these answers might vary depending on who is asked. 

‘it’s a bit wild west out there, [neo-liberal state of things] and it would take 
a brave individual to predict which way things will go, but for now this is an 
exciting time to be a pioneer.’91 

TILT, an organisation merging activism with entrepreneurial activities, has 
worked extensively with co-design and discourse considering the changing role 
of designers in this moment in time. They write92 in their book Codesigning space 
of how co-design processes should not strive to be conclusive, how this will 
increase the risk of generalisation and of how important it is to be open to how 
every project will be different due to the diversity of the participants. Striving for 

91   Tilt, p. 8
92   ibid p. 51-54
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conclusions will homogenise outcomes, which will hinder co-design processes 

to live up to what they mean to achieve. 
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1.5 PART 1 // 

Endnotes

If we consider all the discussed aspects, roles, responsibilities and risks and 
are allowed to dream, what is a great co-design project? The answer feels 
enormous, there might be as many answers to this question as there are people 
with opinions on co-design projects. But after approximately 8000 words on 
why we need co-design and civic engagement we can probably pin down 
that it is a project that tries to work for development of present design and 
planning structures. A project that tries, because as we count all the parameters 
mentioned for co-design and civic engagement to be constructive in city 
development processes, it is easy to understand that it is challenging to make 
them all. On the other hand, one co-design project will never be the same as the 
other because of the fact that they will involve different people and different 
design-tasks. Something which make it even harder to compare a great project 
from another. It is even hard to imagine a co-design project conducted with the 
same people for the same reasons, to produce the same results twice. This is why 
the project tries, it tries to be as facilitated, assimilated, translated and attuned 
to the individuals attending it and to the planning or design project it takes on. 
If we reconsider Gillian Roses opinion on how participation is successful simply 
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through being participatory93 then any co-design project is successful because 
it is doing design differently, in collaboration. Successful, maybe the question 
should rather be, what is a successful co-design project? Well in a successful 
project hopefully the participants have not only participated in a process that 
has enabled them to partake in co-designing a building or planning proposal, 
but also learned to talk about city and neighbourhood development. One 
could also hope that they will have acquired insight into the processes of city 
planning, gained an understanding for their experiences of it and of how their 
lives are equivalents to the life of the city. This whilst they hopefully as well have 
developed a sense of belonging with neighbours and let their identities colour 
the project. If only one or a couple of these things have been achieved, one 
could still argue for the project as a success since it will have helped the engaged 
people, the public and professional designers to come closer to each other and 
experience collaboration in ways they otherwise probably wouldn’t have. The 
dream to conduct successful co-design is big, but the importance of ambition 
is essential if the aim is to make for change and not only hope for it. Now in 
the coming parts of this thesis we move on from answering why co-design to 
answering how co-design, through describing a process of realising a co-design 
project and working to have its proposal built.

93   Rose, p. 184-202
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‘It is a human right to participate in and influence political activities. 
The ability for citizens to influence the political process must become 
more equal than today and is therefore one of the objectives of the 
governments democracy politics.’94 (authors translation)

94   Sveriges regering prop. 2004/05:2 p. 108
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PART 2 // 

THE ORGANISATION
Tvättstugan – an institution for democratic city planning 

2.1 NEIGHBOURHOOD COUNCILS AS ACCESSIBLE CIVIC 
ENGAGEMENT
A civic classroom schooling democratic citizens

Social sustainability is nothing that can be built with dead things; it must be 
constructed through relationships between people. This is one of the lessons, 
which have been taught to us by Folkhemmet95 and Miljonprogrammet96, the 
million-homes-program that built a million new homes nationwide in the 
60s’ and 70s’. Both of these major societal engagements tried but failed to 
eliminate social problems through building them away, because when it 
comes to integration, gender equality and other equality issues, the question 
of participation is central97. It is therefore important to work for civic dialogue 
and civic engagement to not only affect societal development but also make 
for schooling of democratic citizens who learn to be agents for change as they 
become aware of their responsibility to make their voices heard, as well as 
learn to make them heard. It is a responsibility today to be political, because 
everything in modern society today is political. No matter how much one tries to 
be outside the political, be independent of political forces we don’t agree with, it 

95   Lund, p. 32-37
96   Jonas Bäckström, Miljonprogrammet, article, Archileaks, 2015-02-10, http://archileaks.se/wiki/
miljonprogrammet/, (Accessed 2017-04-03)
97   Listerborn p. 74
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is difficult, next to impossible to not support political standpoints as one moves 
through everyday life.  What food one buys, what electrical company one choses, 
what school one goes to, what developers get to build, everything works within 
a political system with agendas and strategies, that if the masses don’t engage 
and act to affect them grow all to homogenous and powerful. 

Municipalities plan and decide for its cities and communities, but as it is 
today the representational political situation is skewed. As mentioned before 
the institution SKL reported how only 1% of the Swedish population work 
professionally within politics and only 5% are members of a political party, 
this whilst 70% of the population don’t trust their municipal politicians98. This 
decrease in trust and engagement in the representational political system is 
happening whilst we are facing a major housing crisis, 710 000 new homes 
need to be built to meet the population increase and the present demand for 
housing99. 

So how can engagement of the public be practically enabled as we stand to face 
this massive housing development with a limping political system? In the project 
Kvartersråd100 that will be described in part three of this paper engagement 
happens through co-design in the laundry room, with the user as expert and the 
architect owning its roles as mentioned before. But what is the structure that will 
connect all these elements, physical, organisational and theoretical? 

Public works, a London based architecture office introduce in their project The 
Civic University a pedagogical experiment that tests and investigates alternative 
ways of transferring knowledge101. The Civic University is a network and a 

98   Sveriges kommuner och landsting, Medborgardialog som del i styrprocessen, p. 7
99   Boverket, Reviderad prognos över behovet av nya bostäder till 2025, 2016-06, http://www.
boverket.se/globalassets/publikationer/dokument/2016/reviderad-prognos-over-behovet-av-nya-
bostader-till-2025.pdf, p. 5-7, (Accessed 2017-01-19)
100  Ivansson, MA project Kvartersråd/Tvättstugan – an institution for democratic city planning
101  public works, Civic University, http://www.publicworksgroup.net/projects/civicuniversity, 
(Accessed 2017-03-03)
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structure for both local and international civic classrooms, which are physical 
spaces and areas around in cities where knowledge of making things, being 
civically engaged along with other collective activity is produced and shared. 
These classrooms allow for anyone to take ownership of the role as teacher 
and teach their interests and expertise, as long as these correlate with the 
idea of civic engagement, development of knowledge, community and social 
integration. It is within the network of the Civic University that the laundry 
room, as the organisation Tvättstugan102 will practically enable civic engagement 
and work as one of the civic classrooms to teach agency collectively through 
processes of co-design. And as public works believe teaching and learning to be 
symbiotic within the Civic University103 the civic classrooms in the laundry room 
will as well and on that path, aspire to arrive at horizontal city development as 
everyone that participates becomes and actor for it. Tvättstugan will work for 
horizontal city planning, instead of sitting idle and allowing the city to continue 
being planner top-down, meaning planned, built and directed by the few in 
power instead of the many in the city. 

Tvattstugan.org to gain momentum

In Design Act, the editors mention104 Natalie Jeremijenko and how she set up the 
Bureau of Inverse Technology (BIT), and presented herself as a staff-member of 
this organisation to gain weight to her projects. One of the projects was Suicide 
box, which was a movement sensor set up on the Golden Gate Bridge in San 
Francisco which measured the amount of people jumping off. The data collected 
was presented in a report published by the BIT, meaning Jeremijenko herself, 
which showed how spikes in suicides correlated with drops in the economy. The 
editors point out105 how there is something more serious and earnest about the 

102  Ivansson, MA project Kvartersråd/Tvättstugan – an institution for democratic city planning
103  public works
104  Ericson and Mazé, p. 38
105  Ericson and Mazé, p. 38
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idea of an organisation doing this work rather than an individual. This inspired 
to develop the organisational aspect of this thesis into an actual organisation, 
Tvättstugan.org. The project was therefore set up as a civic classroom to engage 
people and as an organisation to gain momentum both with citizens and other 
actors in the planning machine that design our cities. The choice of making 
an actual organisation was as well supported by the insight picked up in the 
laundry room through the civic classrooms that as far as civic engagement goes 
it needs to be for real. For people to put time aside from their already time-
deprived life-puzzles, engagement cannot be play-pretend it needs to have a 
defined purpose. 
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2.2 PARTICIPATION AND THE PLANNING PROCESS

How to act within present systems?

What is participation? Nabeel Hamdi answers106 in his video lecture ‘responsibility 
with authority in partnership with other stakeholders’. But how is this participation 
implemented into current processes of planning? Where does Tvättstugan act 
within present planning structures? Carina Listerborn mentions107 how the future 
of planning must be defined by the disturbance of present power relations. With 
this in mind the structure for how Tvättstugan will navigate as an organisation 
for co-design in dialogue within the local political system has taken shape. To 
avoid polarity where Tvättstugan could risk becoming an organisation left on the 
outside criticising present planning and designing systems without succeeding 
at affecting the decision making, a structure for collaboration must be put in 
place. Because as the organisation strives to not be play-pretend, to actually 
affect and influence, it is crucial to avoid being discarded and not listened to. The 
organisation has therefore worked to establish meeting grounds where the co-
designers in the laundry room can meet other actors who are able to realize their 
ideas and suggestions. 

106   Hamdi
107   Listerborn, p. 81
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In collaboration 

In the community project Kulturhusfestivalen (the culture house festival) that 
took place in an occupied train depot in Umeå from the beginning of 2014 and 
around two years forward, the act of collaboration was one of the founders 
and drivers108. The project became an organisation and the work people 
performed together there generated two festivals, along with numerous other 
events, initiatives and projects were all wholly collaborative. Unfortunately, 
the municipality chose to sell the depot to a private investor and without 
the depot the organisation perished. Though the municipality did in the end 
choose to not support the project and went on with the sale, what had helped 
Kulturhusfestivalen to go as far as they did, had much to do with their stance as 
collaborators as open for collaboration with the public as with the municipality. 
They acquired a contract with the municipality to lease the building, they got 
service and support from local companies to believing in their activities, they 
attained wide media coverage109 110 and won many hearts111, as their doors were 
open to everyone. Kulturhusfestivalens spokespersons112 were often asked to 
express stances of opposition by the media as some reporters read the initiative 
as something critical to the present local city development of Umeå and the, 
at the time on-going construction the official culture house Väven. But these 
spokespersons chose never to describe their initiative as a project in opposition; 
they instead chose words describing it as a project catering to a need of meeting 
and building collectively, hands-on with the community. It is hard to argue 
that this indirectly doesn’t stand in opposition to what these people found to 

108   Hanna Ivansson, MA student at UMA Umeå School of Architecture, In: Kulturhusfestivalen, 
participated in project and organisation, Umeå, 2014-2016 
109   Emma Lundström, Skapade kulturhus utan tillstånd - nu har de fått hyreskontrakt, article, 
Internationalen, 2014-10-22, http://www.internationalen.se/2014/10/skapade-kulturhus-utan-tillstand-nu-
har-de-fatt-hyreskontrakt/, (Accessed 2017-04-25) 
110   Evelina Åberg, De spelar på Kulturhusfestivalen, article, Västerbottens Kuriren, 2014-08-25, 
http://www.vk.se/1260180/de-spelar-pa-kulturhusfestivalen, (Accessed 2017-04-25)
111   Allt åt alla, Nytt kulturhus växer fram, website post, 2014-08-24, https://alltatalla.se/
kulturhusfestivalen, (Accessed 2017-04-25)
112   Ivansson, Kulturhusfestivalen
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be lacking in the program meant to fit in Väven but nonetheless it consistently 
expressed openness for collaboration with the municipality.

Planning and building social structures is of vast importance for social 
sustainability and here Tvättstugan want to make an attempt. Through using 
a similar strategy as Kulturhusfestivalen and not standing in opposition, but 
manifesting an alternative, which in turn indirectly criticises the structures and 
systems in place, Tvättstugan will act to make possible its ideas of co-designing 
city planning and there through steering, one project at the time towards social 
sustainability. 

Proposing a structure connecting us

The structure making the second step, counting the organization Tvättstugan 
as the first, in the organizational part of this thesis will consist of a student 
tenants union involving architects as coordinators and students participating in 
neighbourhood councils instigated in laundry rooms in student areas. To clarify, 
Tvättstugan.org is the organisational platform that is already established and 
running and has since the turn of the year 2017 been organizing neighbourhood 
councils’ in laundry rooms around Umeå to conduct an altering co-design of 
a proposed city planning proposal113. The second step including the student 
tenants’ union is so far solely propositional. Tvättstugan works to realise a future 
student housing union that intends to be self-sustaining and coordinated by an 
architect, with the organisational and financial help of the student union NTK, 
the interest and collaboration with Bostaden and the municipality and by the 
participation and engagement of the students conducting its neighbourhood 
councils. It intends to be a benefactor to all its actors’ establishments in different 

113   Umeå Kommun, Reviderat planprogram för Lilljansberget och del av campusområdet, 
2016-04, https://tvattstuganblog.files.wordpress.com/2017/02/planprogram-lilljansberget-och-
campusomracc8adet_rev_20160422982226_1_1.pdf, (Accessed 2017-02-05)
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ways, whilst being indirectly critical of present systems through proposing an 
alternative way of reaching shared goals.

How could this structure work and benefit its involved actors?

The student tenants’ union will be a self-organized sub-organisation to the 
present student union NTK, which has the ear of many students and already 
collaborates with Bostaden concerning student housing issues114. The student 
tenants’ union will collect ideas, propositions and requests from students during 
the neighbourhood councils and transmit them to NTK, Bostaden and the 
municipality as a collaboration will be initiated with the building and planning 
department there to affect not only housing issues but also city planning. In 
this way the housing actor Bostaden, the planning actor Umeå Kommun, the 
academic actor NTK and the students, the group of individuals connecting all of 
these will together with a coordinating, facilitating, translating and assimilating 

architect, work together to realize democratic city planning and design. 

Bostaden can benefit

Bostaden can benefit from this system of collaboration because of the 
improvement of their connection to student-tenants, which will occur as the 
system is put in place, a connection that is lacking today due to the absence 
of neighbourhood councils in student areas115. This direct connection to 
their student-tenants can help Bostaden in their work to meet these clients’ 

114  Henriksson and Norberg, NTK interview
115  Andersson, interview
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needs more successfully, whilst also furthering their work as student housing 
developers. 

NTK can benefit

NTK can benefit from this system through having a sub-organisation dedicated 
to improving some of their main obligations, making students voices heard, 
affecting student housing issues and connecting students socially116. Similarly 
to Bostaden they will be in closer contact to their clients, as neighbourhood 
councils are held on a regular basis and transfer communication between 
students and the union. As far as development of their social care and 
entertainment of students, this is achieved as laundry rooms can develop 
into being social spaces close to peoples homes, which happens due to the 
neighbourhood councils held there proposing the space as social, where people 
meet and act beyond laundry. 

Umeå municipality can benefit

The municipality can benefit from this system similarly to both NTK and 
Bostaden, through being in better contact with their inhabitants, their taxpayers 
that contribute to their economy and allow their municipal establishment to 
run. The system proposed by this thesis will here help them to get in contact 
with voices they otherwise wouldn’t have, voices and ideas that can lead to 
collaborations, projects and planning ideas assisting city planning to be more 
democratic and development projects becoming more socially sustainable. The 

116   Henriksson and Norberg, NTK interview
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municipality can here also benefit from taking part in a system where co-design 
and civic dialogue is done successfully with the earlier described awareness 
and ever examining sensitivity that it needs, which in turn can help them in 
their work with dialogue in other situations elsewhere. The municipality could 
through the work of the student tenants’ union and the neighbourhood councils 
it consists of, access ways of doing planning differently. This in turn could help 
them understand how to anchor planning decisions and invite the public into 
the process of planning in ways that might lower the rising number of appeals 
on planning proposals117 and meet their intentions of being democratic and 
inclusive118. Finally, through having their planning vitalised by the opinions 
of students they could be helped to reach the aspired119 number of 200 000 
inhabitants through graduates choosing to stay in the city due to it being a place 
built to enticing them to. 

The students can benefit

Not to forget the students, the inhabitants, how they could benefit from this 
system would of course be highly individual, but hopefully it would be defined 
by different ways of learning. Learning how to be civically engaged, learning 
how they have a relationship to the city and therefore ideas and opinions about 
it, as well as learning how the planning system works and how to speak up and 
be agents for change within it. Hopefully this learning could even extend onto 
the social, the meetings between neighbours. Through listening to them and 
facing their opinions the neighbourhood could be vitalized by relationships, 
which could help understanding of other people and their way of life. This 

117   Joel Lindberg, Förtätningen leder till fler överklagande, article, 2017-03-20, http://www.vk.se/
plus/1960649/fortatning-leder-till-fler-overklagande?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=cpc&utm_
campaign=plus_fortatningumea&utm_term=umea6065&utm_content=ejfoljer, (Accessed 2017-03-23)
118   Mikael Berglund, Chairperson at the building committee at Umeå Kommun, interview, 2017-02-
20
119   Umeå Kommun, Strategier för tillväxt
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in turn could be a way of counteracting populism, as some consider it to be 
something born out of a lack of communication and a fear of conflict120. In all one 
could hope that the participants stepping into the laundry room at the councils 
would feel more connected to their community as they would meet and work 
collectively to improve things within it.

The architect can benefit

Then what about the architect, how would architects and architecture benefit 
from this system? Yet again a large question, but based on what is discussed in 
the first part of this thesis where development of the role of the architect, the 
designer evolves through its endeavours to enable co-design and expands its 
way of working to go beyond design of solely material things. The architect 
coordinating the student tenants union and its set-up of neighbourhood 
councils does no longer only design the built environment but also a 
collaborative creative environment. Here as the architect designs and facilitates 
creative ability, designs communication and translation between the public and 
the power, designs and enables assimilation between the built environment and 
the people, one could argue that the architect would evolve, both creatively, 
strategically, in its design decisions and its insight into what architecture needs 
to do to serve society. And as the architect evolves, architecture would as well. 

120  Chantal Mouffe, In: Markus Miessen, The nightmare of participation: [(crossbench practice as a 
mode of criticality)], Sternberg Press, New York, Berlin, 2010, p. 117
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2.3 PART 2 // 

Endnotes

Since the student tenants’ union still is only a proposal and will be until the 
completion of this thesis in June of 2017, the earlier claims sketching it out as 
a success-story are contestable. There are many possible holes it could fall into 
hindering it from becoming this collaborative node connecting and helping the 
mentioned actors. May it be bureaucratic impediments, financial tribulations, 
actors participating with hidden agendas, inability to come to terms with actors, 
lack of interest from the public in participation in the neighbourhood councils, 
the list could grow long. But as mentioned in the endnotes of part one of this 
thesis, the most important aspect of working for change is to try, and even if it 
fails to do what it set up too its actions creates ripples on the water that might 
inspire other projects, initiatives and actions elsewhere. To quote a local culture 
worker that together with friends has set up stand-up comedy clubs121 in Umeå 
that before had no stand-up scene ‘what is important is that it happens’122.

121  Skum, stand-up comedy club, Umeå, https://www.facebook.com/SKUM-
1777901272476877/?hc_ref=NEWSFEED, (Accessed 2015-04-25)
122  Elvira Lander, cultural entrepreneur, interview, Umeå, 2017-03-10
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‘All spaces are socially produced’123

123  Listerborn, p.70
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PART 3 // 

THE PROJECT
Kvartersråd – a neighbourhood council

3.1 TO THE LAUNDRY ROOM

The co-produced – translating dialogue into a design proposal.

In the fall-semester preceding this thesis, investigations were done as to how 
to conduct civic classrooms124 in laundry rooms as well as to how the ideas 
of coming together in laundry rooms could be developed into a thesis, as 
something beyond solely teaching and learning, and of co-designing. At this 
time two civic classrooms were held in a local laundry room at Axtorpsvägen 
38 in Umeå, a laundry room belonging to the author. One with the focus 
of portraying the history of the Swedish communal laundry room and its 
connections to societal development at the time of its invention125, and one 
describing the status of the present housing market in relation to Swedish 
social housing, Allmännyttan. Both civic classrooms entailed a lecture, video 
screenings, an exhibition, a workshop and coffee and cake. Both classrooms 
encouraged discussion about history and present development, initiatives 
which were appreciated both by participants and the municipal social housing 
company Bostaden who owned the building. They even sent a reporter from 
their member’s magazine Hej! to write an article about the classroom in the 

124  public works
125  Lund
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laundry room126. These discussions were conducted both verbally but also 
through a post-it workshop that entailed answering questions through posting 
different coloured notes on a laundry room wall between the letters yes and no 
(Image 4 and 7).

It was in these discussions the idea of developing the civic classrooms into a 
neighbourhood council took shape. Looking at the workshop results127 one 
could recognize an interest in engagement, a gratitude for the possibility to 
learn about things one is affected by and an enjoyment in doing something 
one usually doesn’t do in the laundry room. Another thing that steered the 
project was the research that was done to prepare material for each classroom. 
It showed as mentioned in part one, how Sweden had a very structured 
development through the establishment of the Folkhem128 (civic home) and 
the Miljonprogram129 (million programme), and fed the understanding of the 
communal laundry room playing a part in the transcendence of the nation 
into modernity130. What also came up was the student-housing situation where 
students live on temporary contracts131 that demand that they move out as they 
finish their studies, this whilst they are having hard time on the housing market 
and Allmännyttan and their work to build for everyone is being jeopardised as 
new laws demand profit132. And as the building at Axtorpsvägen 38 happened 
to be a student-housing building, slowly each part of the research question fell 
into place; how can architects in collaboration with end-users co-design city 
planning? 

126   Hanna Olsson (pubisher), Hej!, article, 2016-12, http://www.bostaden.umea.se/Sve/PDF/
Kundtidningen/BOST_Hej_05_webb_anpassad.pdf, (Accessed 2016-12-20)
127   Hanna Ivansson, , MA student at UMA Umeå School of Architecture, Workshop results of civic 
classrooms, 2016, https://tvattstugan.org/workshops/
128   Lund
129   Bäckström
130   Lund
131   Bostaden AB, Studentboende, http://www.bostaden.umea.se/bostadssokande/sa-fungerar-det/
studentboende, (Accessed 2017-04-25) 
132   Grander
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Preparations

The project was given the name Kvartersråd, neighbourhood council and 
to make participation in it attractive a first stage of preparatory work was 
conducted. Interviews with subjects of interest were held to gather insight 
and information about areas of interest. Two people at Bostaden AB were 
interviewed, a customer responsible133 with knowledge of students as 
tenants, and a facility developer134 with knowledge about both laundry rooms 
neighbourhood councils in the company. Two representatives from the student 
union NTK135 were interviewed about their work with their students housing 
situation as well as a responsible for the national organisation jagvillhabostad.
nu136, an organisation whose focus is to work towards helping the housing 
situation for young people. An interview was also held with the chairperson 
Mikael Berglund at the municipal building committee137 about civic dialogue and 
his opinions, hopes and ideas for Umeås city planning, though this interview 
took place later, right after that the first neighbourhood council. 

Other preparations entailed getting the organisation Tvättstugan going, 
making for a proper image outward in cases of negotiation with actors as 
well as advertisement of the neighbourhood councils. A website was set up, 
tvattstugan.org, which served as a database where all the previous work, 
references to literature, intentions and goals both for the project Kvartersråd 
as well as the organisation Tvättstugan was uploaded. To gain social media 
presence a Facebook page was set up as well as an Instagram account. 
Tvättstugan also acquired an organisation number under the name of the 
author. 

133   Maria Söderström, customer responsible at Bostaden AB, Umeå, interview, 2017-01-20.
134   Andersson, Bostaden interview
135   Henriksson and Norberg, NTK interview
136   Aidin Zandian, jagvillhabostad.nu, interview, aidin.zandian@jagvillhabostad.nu, 2017-01-19
137   Berglund, building committee interview
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What to co-design?

It was decided to hold three neighbourhood councils in different laundry 
rooms over the course of the spring semester in 2017. The number three was 
decided based on the timeframe of five months that were left until the thesis 
was due to be handed in. The first council was to be held in the laundry room 
at Axtorpsvägen 38. The location for the coming neighbourhood councils were 
to be decided at the councils as participants would be asked to host councils in 
their own laundry rooms to spread the physical coverage of the project which 
could lead to more people finding out about the project.

What was to be co-designed was decided as a search of pipeline student-
housing projects in the city of Umeå was performed. This search unveiled a large 
development project138 on Lilljansberget (Figure 1) a presently undeveloped site 
set directly to the northeast of the Umeå University main campus. This project 
proposal was chosen due to its proximity to the main campus area as well as to 
the building at Axtorpsvägen 38 (Figure 1) but also because of its present stage 
in the planning process where the plan proposal had been approved but the 
detail plan was still in its production stages. This was a strategic choice, because 
if the neighbourhood councils co-designed proposal would be done by June 
of 2017 it would allow the municipality time to consider it before any decisions 
we made about the detail plan making them unable to. It was decided that 
the municipality would be handed the proposal after its completion, which 
underlined the need for communication to be established with them. This was 
later achieved through the mentioned interview with Berglund139.

138   Umeå Kommun, Reviderat planprogram för Lilljansberget och del av campusområdet
139   Berglund, building committee interview



Proposed housing area. Axtorpsvägen 38.

Figure 1. Placement of the municipal proposal and the laundry room at Axtorpsvägen 38.
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The project proposal140 was ordered by the landowners Akademiska Hus and 
later put together by Umeå municipality together with landowners and the 
Stockholm based architectural firm Brunnberg & Forshed Arkitektkontor AB. What 
was found interesting (Figure 3) about this particular project was how the site 
is cut off from other present housing areas by roads, parking lots and smaller 
forest areas and how the proposed housing area still show no clear attempts of 
designing for integration between itself and the already present ones. This kind 
of planning is something that NTK together with two other student unions stand 
critical towards as they in a remissvar141, a remittance reply to Umeå Kommun 
concerning future housing development ask for a more effective integration of 
students and student housing into the present cityscape. 

The decision was made that the first neighbourhood council would focus on 
the city, the second on the neighbourhood and the third on the building, going 
from a large perspective and then zooming in to make sure that the participants 
as they were sitting down to co-design the housing proposal would be familiar 
with its context in the neighbourhood and the city. 

After studying the plan proposal, the decision was made to only co-design a 
smaller part of it and not the whole proposal. This decision was made based 
on the intent of making the project easier to grasp for the the co-design 
participants as well as for the intent of having the co-designed proposal actually 
be built. This because it could be assumed that a co-design proposal shelving 
everything that is already planned would be considered too dismissive and in 
opposition, which could undermine the co-designed proposals possibilities of 
being seen as a contributor. The site chosen (Figure 2 and 3) for the co-design 
project was one at the west corner of the municipal proposal where the site was 
directly neighbouring two present housing areas but was cut off from them by 

140   Umeå Kommun, Reviderat planprogram för Lilljansberget och del av campusområdet
141   Studentkårerna vid Umeå Universitet, Remissvar: Umeå kommuns bostadsförsörjningsprogram 
2017-2024, med utblick mot 2034, 2017-01-31, https://tvattstuganblog.files.wordpress.com/2017/02/
kacc8argemensamt-remissvar-doc.pdf, (Accessed, 2017-02-17)
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Lilljansberget our site, a proposal in the pipeline for develoment
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Co-designing       city panning

Figure 2. Neighbourhood councils co-designing for Lilljansberget.
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parking lots, roads and in the case of the campus area, a large football field. The 
fact that the site was cut off but close to surrounding areas was what informed 
the decision to choose this site over any other, this because of the earlier 
mentioned intentions of working with design for integration into the present 
cityscape. 

For the first meeting a larger drawing was produced, portraying statistics 
considering student economy, student housing, the political system etc. as 
well as the planning process and the municipal proposal together with an 
axonometric drawing of the area around it to allow for the participants to grasp 
the context of the project and the task at hand. A presentation was also prepared 
delivering a background to the project Kvartersråd to make for an explanation 
of its intentions and to entice participants to be involved through the whole 
process.
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Figure 3. Laundry room locations, site and context.
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3.2 KVARTERSRÅD 1

16th of February 18.00, the first neighbourhood council

Preceding the first council meeting announcements of its occurrence were made 
on all three mentioned online platforms as well as leaving flyers in all mailboxes 
at Axtorpsvägen 38 and putting up posters around the city (Image 8). 

Seven people showed up at the meeting. The presentation was held, the 
drawing was presented and pamphlets compiling presented information were 
handed out.

For the participatory part of the council meeting a large map of the area 
surrounding the campus and the site was laid out on the table around which 
the participants were sitting. They were encouraged to draw their everyday 
movement, put a mark where their laundry rooms were, write down ideas and 
stick post-its with propositions for changes. This was done while having fika, 
which is a Swedish term collecting the activities of having coffee and eating 
cake and/or sandwiches142. A conversation had naturally taken hand following 
the presentation, discussing what had been said during the presentation 

142  sweden.se, Fika, 2016-05-16, https://sweden.se/culture-traditions/fika/, (Accessed 2017-05-13)
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and moving onto own experiences of being a student and living in student 
housing (Figure 4). An audio recorder was set up to make sure nothing said 
would be undocumented and photos were taken both as documentation 
but also as material that would be posted online. The conversation went on 
for approximately one hour before it was time to collectively answer a set of 
questions prepared to stimulate thoughts and generate ideas for our co-design 
project. The questions were answered through writing the answers on post-its 
and sticking them to the map on the table.

In the end of the council meeting the participants were asked if anyone of them 
wanted to host the next neighbourhood council meeting. One participant 
reported his interest and it was decided that the next meeting was to be held 
at Rullstensgatan 130, at the opposite side of the plan proposal from where the 
present meeting was held.

Following Kvartersråd 1

After the first council meeting the interview143 with Berglund took place and 
a short summary of what was done and said at the first council meeting was 
presented. Berglund was asked whether he would be interested in meeting 
again to have the finalized project presented to him, which he said that he was.  
It was decided that he would be contacted later in the year closer to the final 
thesis presentations.

Then followed a process of analysis of the gathered thoughts and ideas collected 
at the council. The audio recording was transcribed, the drawings on the map 
were recorded and the post-its and their content was read. Here all the material 
was sorted and then divided into different categories defining the character of 

143  Berglund, building committee interview
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their information. Some were problems that could be solved, some were actors 
that could be involved, some were propositions for things that could be done, 
and some were propositional strategies for how the city could develop. One 
proposal that came up mentioned how systems should be put in place enabling 
the continuation of neighbourhood councils like Kvartersråd. Many of the other 
proposals mentioned social housing and collectivity, doing things together to 
make life easier and more social and having coordinators in the community take 
responsibility for setting up social and civically engaging events. All ideas were 
picked up and taken into consideration for the final proposal.

As the material had been analysed it was uploaded to the website for anyone 
to access and read. Then again came a preparatory stage where the different 
categories and their content were printed onto cards and the neighbourhood 
surrounding the site was built up as a physical model. These were then made 
into a board game that would allow for a playful consideration and development 
of the last meetings results (Figure 5).

The focus for the next meeting was the neighbourhood. A drawing was made 
showing the neighbourhood surrounding the site, its housing areas, the number 
of students living there, businesses, organisations and shops in the area as well 
as photos from the site and around it, everything to make it easy for participants 
to grasp the context of the neighbourhood.
    



Figure 4. Discussion following presentation of the project Kvartersråd.
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3.3 KVARTERSRÅD 2

16th of March 18.30, the second neighbourhood council

A repetition of the procedure preceding the first neighbourhood council was 
done for the second neighbourhood council. Announcements were made on 
social media as well as on the website, new pamphlets were produced with 
conclusions about what was said at the first meeting and new posters were put 
up around the city ,inviting people to come and join. 

Again seven people showed up at the meeting, a couple of them were new 
arrivals so a brief presentation of the project was held followed by a description 
of how the material from the first meeting had been handled. The new drawing 
was presented as well while participants enjoyed fika. After the presentations 
the participants sat down to start the board game. 

The game structure let the cards with the written problems, actors, strategies 
and proposals be passed around (Image 11). Each participant was asked to keep 
the card they thought to be of greatest importance for the future co-design 
proposal. With the neighbourhood game board in front of them participants 
were now asked to show their card, motivate why they thought this card to be 



Image 11
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so important and trough sticking post-its to the game board show how their 
card was important in the context of the neighbourhood and the site. Again the 
council meeting was audio recorded and documented through photographs 
that later were posted on the different online platforms.

Again in the end of the council meeting a request was made for a host for the 
next neighbourhood council meeting. One participant reported her interest and 
it was decided that the next meeting was to be held at Pedagoggränd 3J in the 
district of Ålidhem, the densest student-housing area in Umeå144.

Following Kvartersråd 2

After the second meeting again an analysis was made of its results. The audio 
recording was transcribed and pictures were uploaded to the online platforms. 
Cards that weren’t picked up during the board game session were put to the 
side and the ones that participants had picked were taken into consideration 
for the production of material for the final council meeting. Cards that were 
kept mentioned the necessity of a collaborative system where students, the 
municipality and the student unions would come together and collaborate, an 
idea that initiated the work for the proposed student tenants union. Another 
kept card mentioned how the co-designed proposal should contain both space 
for collective activity as well as for solitude. This was motivated by the argument 
that if collective solutions are to work they must be voluntary and not forced and 
supported by the example of shared kitchens that are great when you feel social 
but might feel less great when you don’t and still want to eat. Another kept card 

144  Bostaden AB, Ålidhem, http://www.bostaden.umea.se/bostadssokande/omraden/
studentlagenheter/alidhem, Accessed 2017-04-25)



Figure 5. Board-game for co-design
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lead a participant to mention an idea for a rent ladder that could allow student 
to stay in our housing proposal after graduation through keeping their student 
accommodation but slowly starting to pay more in rent. This to financially 
support the housing proposal but still allow for the student to establish a stable 
economy before they are asked to pay full rent. Another kept card mentioned 
integration and had a participant propose alterations the nearby traffic 
intersection. The participant mentioned how a tunnel could be built similar to 
the tunnel to the north of our site connecting it to the present Bostaden housing 
area (Image 12).

After finishing analysis of the material form the second council the work went 
on to preparing new material for the next one. A site model was made together 
with a model of a tunnel proposal focused on integration. This tunnel proposal 
(Figure 13 and 14) showed how the tunnel could work as a place drawing 
people from the surrounding housing areas and the campus into it through 
having different activities take place there. A playground for children could 
attract people from the one family homes of northeast Berghem, outdoor 
climbing could attract people from the nearby climbing gym at the sports centre 
IKSU. Having a flexible and open space where everything from a barbecue to 
a smaller concert could be held could attract different groups of people. The 
site model also entailed an outline of out site with simple block models in 
Styrofoam portraying some of the ideas mentioned as important in the future 
housing proposal. These working models represented the shared activity space 
mentioned already in the first council, as well as blocks representing the living 
quarters. All models that participants could to move around and alter. 
A calculation was done as to how many square meters our proposal would have 
to cover to coincide with municipal proposal, and more blocks were cut out to 
visualise the calculated square meters. This was produced simultaneously as 
an outline was drawn proposing the working structure for the student tenants 
union could be the organisation that could hire a coordinator and conduct 
neighbourhood councils in laundry rooms around the city.
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Finally another game was designed to help participants talk about and design 
the proposal more hands on than before. The previous council meetings had 
been defined by discussions and smaller acts of designing but for the last event 
it was desired to have participants talk less and design more. In this game cards 
would again be handed out, on which two actors were written down, one actor 
being a possible tenant in our proposal and one living or moving around our 
proposal. The game intended to have participants put themselves into these 
actors’ shoes and imagine a scenario realised through our building proposal that 
these actors might desire. All to help thoughts about what this future housing 
proposal could do and be. As done before pamphlets were produced as well as 
three posters, one poster describing the structure of our student tenants union 
and of how it could work, a second poster describing the tunnel proposal and a 
third explaining the scenario game.

At this time a second meeting145 was held with Johannes Henriksson, chairperson 
at NTK concerning a possible realisation of a student tenants union. Henriksson 
encouraged the initiative and though it to be a good idea. He offered guidance 
of how to proceed and shared contact information to people that might be 
interested in attending the final presentation of the project. 

145  Johannes Henriksson, chairperson at the student union NTK, meeting, ordforande@ntk.umu.se, 
Umeå, 2017-04-07



Image 12



Image 14. Model of tunel proposal with bike paths and possible activity spaces. Indication for  present tunnel (blue) ans our site (orange).

Image 13. 



Image 13
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3.4 KVARTERSRÅD 3

20th of April 18.00, the third and last neighbourhood council

For the last meeting a bigger effort than before was put into marketing of 
it to make for a larger turnout. The Facebook-event was promoted through 
Facebooks marketing services for a small fee and twice the amount of posters 
were put up on a wider radius around the city than before. 

This time nine people showed up as well as a couple of passers by since this 
laundry room was able to be booked by many people at the same time. A short 
presentation was made summarizing the outcomes at the last council meeting 
as well as a run-though of the new material produced for the present meeting. 
After the presentation fika was served and the scenario game was started. 
The game generated a couple of smaller models and collection of ideas and 
opinions about how our building and site were to look and work. The scenario 
game turned out to be a helpful tool as to gathering different perspectives and 
generating conversation. This as participants imagined scenarios that might not 
have been their own but were possibly desired by the actors named on their 
cards.
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In the end of the meeting the participants were briefed as to how the meeting 
with NTK had gone as well as invited to the final presentation of the project on 
the 30th of May and later the exhibition of it between th 1-3 of June at UMA, 
Umeå School of Architecture.

Following Kvartersråd 3

Following the last neighbourhood council again the procedure of transcribing 
the audio recording, posting pictures online, analysing the collected models 
and material took place. Now the final steps in completing the different co-
production outcomes took hand. Adjustments to the proposal for the student 
tenants union were made together with the refinement of the role of the 
architect as coordinator for it. Ideas for how the system of our social housing 
would work were taken into account and developed into a social housing 
structure with a rent ladder and an automatic membership in the proposals 
neighbourhood council. The social housing structure also incorporated the 
idea of an internal housing queue only for the social housing block that would 
allow present tenants to be prioritized if anything became vacant, which could 
together with the rent ladder make it easier for students to stay after graduation. 
The tunnel proposal was decided to be a development opportunity for later 
after our social housing proposal is built. It would be the future neighbourhood 
councils task, the one set up in our proposal, to co-design and realize it through 
the student tenants union in collaboration with the municipality. Other ideas 
that had come up were common gardens and a market that could bring people 
from the neighbourhood to our proposal, which could help social integration 
and bring more life to the neighbourhood and in turn support local businesses.

The final step in the process had come, for the architect, the coordinator to 
design a precise social housing proposal based on the collected decisions, 
opinions and ideas co-produced at the councils. This process meant defining the 
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principles to which all design decisions had to report, principles made from what 
had been brought up at the neighbourhood councils, a process closer explained 
in the coming chapter.

Figure 1.11 Photo of participants in Kvartersråd 2.



Figure 6. Scenario game for co-design
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DESIGN
Communicate with 
municipal proposal 

in facade and roof to 
show how our proposal 
belongs with theirs. It 
will still look different 
due to our co-design 

process.

Common garden, 
workshop and patio 

open for everyone. This 
invites neighbourhood 

into the site and 
makes for meetings, 

integration and 
knowledge sharing.

Paved open areas like 
a market space and 

patios connecting to 
paved movement paths  
allowing the ground to 
invite people to turn in 
and stop and not only 

bike/walk through.

Building common 
spaces first so it is 

possible to work on the 
common from day one. 

The whole proposal 
continues to grow out 

of the common.

Green open spaces 
connecting to present 

green spaces and future 
green spaces of tunnel 

proposal.

Common spaces on 
different levels. On a 
two apartment level, 
on a floor level, on a 

building cluster level, 
on a whole housing 

complex level and on a 
neighbourhood level.

Outdoor meeting 
spaces also with 

different levels of 
privacy.  Bike paths go 

under buildings on 
plinths, helping passers-

by to fell incorporated 
in the site.

Sun as a method for 
integration. Design 

patios so there is always 
one with sun-access, 
this to draw people 

together.

FINANCIAL 
MODEL

Our proposal could be 
funded through a BKF, 

Byggkostnads forum. 
This fund gives out 20 
Million SEK every year 
to innovative building 
projects working for 

societal development.

The student tenants 
unions activities could be 

funded by the student 
unions. The salary of the 

coordinator could be 
payed through a project 
budget granted by the 

municipality.

Students pay less rent.

Students can stay after 
graduation where a rent 

ladder sets in. After 6 
months they pay normal 
rent. This way graduates 
have time to find a job 

and start gaining a salary 
before having to pay 

full rent.

Figue 6. Decisions and at which neighbourhood council meeting they were taken.

1
2

3

Apartments are made 
slightly smaller. The space 
given up is put into social 

spaces around the site. 
This way tenants ‘pay’ 

for the common spaces 
which helps fund them 
and creates a collective 
responsibility for them.
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HOUSING 
MODEL

GOVERNANCE AND 
COLLABORATORS

FUTURE 
OPPORTUNITIES

Solve large traffic 
intersection through 

making a tunnel 
under it and making 

it into a node for 
integration between 

neghbourhoods.

Have NTK, US (student 
unions), Bostaden 

and the municipality 
as collaborators in 
collaborative city 
planning through 

student tenants union.

We are to form a 
student tenants union. 

For this we need a 
coordinator working 
full time working to 
engage  people and 

collaborators.

Project as an innovative 
and inspiring example 

of how research of 
intent and interests can 
propose collaborations 
helping different actors 

to meet goals. 

Tenants automatically 
become members in 
the neighbourhood 

council as they move 
into our proposal.

Investigate 
collaborators ans 
possible partners

Neighbourhood council 
works to be agent fro 

civic engagement

All common areas 
are cared for by the 

neighbourhood 
council and its sub 

organizations. A garden 
group cares for the 

garden, kitchen group 
for the kitchen etc.

The neighbourhood 
council has two 

purposes, communicate 
with collaborators for 
city planning but also 

to connect people 
and interests in the 

neighbourhood.

A diverse housing 
proposal fitting many 

different people, 
allowing for many 

different levels of being 
social and being private.

Many different common 
spaces and workshops. 

Some open to whole 
neighbourhood.

Common workspaces 
promotes sharing of 

things, knowledge and 
work making life easier.

Present tenants in our 
proposal are given 

privilege to move into 
vacancies before they are 
accessed by the regular 
housing queue. This to 

help people stay  in their 
neighbourhood even 

though their spacial needs 
change.
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3.5 FROM EVENTS TO PROPOSAL

Principles

From discussions and games at neighbourhood council meetings to an 
architectural program, a possibly huge step but if done carefully maybe not as 
big after all. Moving from the design proposal being in the hands of many in a 
neighbourhood council to being handed over to be finalised by the architect 
is a large responsibility for the latter. In this part of the process it was made 
clear how imminent the importance was to clearly define what principles the 
co-design process has produced, principles who were to be referred to as the 
project was drawn out in detail. In the case of the end stages of this thesis, as 
these principles were established the design task became clearer and therefore 
more available. As the principles were set, the process commenced of working 
the co-designed proposal into its final shape and producing the necessary 

models and architectural drawings to communicate it. 
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The principles defined mentioned how design decisions must 
enable the final proposal to be: 

- A social space that visually, spatially and socially furthers common activity and 
social integration both within the housing proposal as well as in the outdoor 
areas in the surrounding neighbourhood.
- A space suggesting socialization and collectivity but still allowing for solitude 
and private time permitting people to choose to be social instead of feeling 
forced.
- A space with an easily accessed larger common living room that people can use 
as an extension of their own homes, for parties, for movie screening or just for 
reading a book.
- A space encouraging and allowing for the practice of civic learning and 
teaching.
- A space with common workspaces for laundry, cooking, gardening and a 
smaller workshop for bike-repairs and lighter carpentry. Spaces cared for by the 
neighbourhood council but open for everyone, even the public.
- A space with a variety of apartment solutions spanning between 20m2 to 80m2.
- A space communicating with the municipal proposal for Lilljansberget but that 
still stands out as different.

Figure 1.12 Designing final proposal.
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Designing

As these principles were set work began to shape a housing proposal defined 
by them and according to the design decisions made at the neighbourhood 
councils. The process commenced quite naturally through producing a series 
of models. The process of design had so far been defined by model making 
because of its strong spatial explanatory aspects and since aspects like 
these were of vital necessity to be able to facilitate the co-design task for the 
neighbourhood council participants. Whilst shaping the project to its final state 
architects like Ralf Erskine and Christopher Alexander and their theories and 
work with social space and designing them to help interaction and further the 
common. 

Here the decision was made to design the housing proposal through connecting 
different levels of socialisation based on the idea of clusters. The cluster of two 
apartments, the cluster of a floor, the cluster of a building, the cluster of a couple 
of buildings, the cluster of the whole housing proposal and finally the cluster 
of the neighbourhood. Here on each of these cluster levels social space would 
be considered. A shared balcony or patio between two apartments, a shared 
social space on a common floor etc. with a culmination in a common building 
set in the center of the site. The later holding a common laundry room, common 
kitchens, a mailroom, a workshop, study spaces, meeting spaces and a possibility 
to sign up to rent it, as done in laundry rooms today, for any kind of event, might 
it be parties, civic classrooms or a bike repair class.

After models came technical drawings to solve details and connections and 
as these put more design decisions in place the proposal progressed. A clear 
green connection was made through the site, connecting open green spaces 
to a garden area that further reached towards the tunnel proposal and the 
green slope leading down into it. A paved connection was also made with 
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flexible outdoor activity areas and the bike paths going through the site. These 
bike paths were decided to be lead under the houses through a plinth system 
raising buildings from the ground. This to open a visual connection into the site, 
intending to invite people passing through to stop and helping people living 
there to feel less closed in. Patios and balconies were designed and placed so 
that there would always be one with sun-access intending to draw people to 
different common places throughout the day.

It had been decided at the first meeting that it would be wise to still connect 
to the municipal proposal through honoring some of their decided design 
principles. The decision was made to use the same facade material and a steep 
pitched roof, both design aspects defined by the municipal proposal. 

As for the level of detail of the housing design, it was kept on a conceptual level. 
Since this thesis intentions are to investigate processes of co-design and not 
meticulous housing design it was considered to be a off-topic assignment to get 
into a technical level of drawing detail. As for a continuation of the investigations 
into co-design, future projects lead by the student tenants union and its 
neighbourhood councils could of course continue investigations and take on 

designing and drawing the proposal in further detail.



Image 15. Block model, showing bikepaths going through site.

Image 14. Design development.



Image 17. Housing proposal with connectig airways , balconies and patios. 

Image 16. Diagramatic floor plan, dwellings as blocks, shaped so that they create social pockets (orange) between them.



Image 20. Common building with balcony facing market area

Image 19. First floor plan for common buildingImage 18. Bottom floor plan for common building.



Image 21. Ground floor plan of housing proposal showing outdoor common spaces and how site is open to all public movement directions.



Image 22. First floor of housing proposal showing connecting airways and common balconies and patios.
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ANALYSIS

In consideration of the theory contemplating co-design, why did the project 
happen the way it did, what could have been developed and what could have 
been done differently? As for the consideration of the different roles of both 
the architect and the user and whether they lived up their theoretically claimed 
importance, one could without hesitation answer yes. In the early stages of 
the project these roles were carefully weighed and already at the first council 
meeting the necessity to clarify them was made evident. The presentation at the 
event had mentioned the ideas of the user as expert but still some participants 
later asked to have their role in the co-design process further explained. 
Explaining both the role of the architect as well as the role of the participant 
helped make the purpose of the projects and the tasks at the meetings 
clearer, and since confusion is this case would have hindered the outcomes 
of the project the clarity provided by the definition of these roles was highly 
appreciated. Repeating the roles of the architect were also helpful because of 
how it helped structure what would have to be explained and produced for each 
council meeting. It was easy to repeat the question, are all the elements present 
enabling facilitation, translation and assimilation of the co-design project? In 
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the end participants were able to produce many interesting and valid ideas 
that together realized the co-design goal of collectively producing a housing 
proposal and many mentioned their appreciation for the opportunity to learn 
about planning systems, access information they otherwise wouldn’t have and 
work for change in their community. Though a number of things could be listed 
that probably would have helped the project to be more straightforward and 
clear both for the architect and the participants. These things mainly include 
the author having former experience of co-design as well as having performed 
interviews of both former coordinators as well as participators of co-design 
projects. This could have helped preparations and informed the project with 
strategic insight into what could be helpful for the process and what to avoid. 
Through interviews the possibility of reaching deeper insight into the hands-
on processes of co-design is highly likely, this since talking face to face would 
allow for access to personal experiences that might not be mentioned in 
theory about the subject. Another thing that would have been useful to have 
in beforehand was the insight into how hard it was to have participants move 
from discussion to model making and drawing. As these mediums sit very close 
to the architectural profession it is easy to see how one could believe that others 
have it as easy to pick up a pen and start drawing. Participants did in the case of 
this co-design project both draw and make models but this part of the process 
probably only made up one tenth of all the designing that was done.
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CONCLUSION

As to whether this text and the work surrounding it has been able to allow for 
the research question to be answered, the answer is considered to be yes. As the 
chronological run-through of the project Kvartersråd describes it is possible as 
an architect to engage students in co-design of city planning and even design of 
a concrete housing proposal. And for me as a project coordinator and architect 
at the neighbourhood council meetings it was a much-appreciated design 
process because of how I got to discover together with participants that no 
matter how little experience they had of city planning and design they still could 
express opinions about it. This since they had been experiencing it their whole 
lives. I was surprised as well as they were, though they were probably more 
astonished since I had anticipated this turnout due to earlier experiences of this 
occurrence from the fall-semesters investigations. This surprise together with 
the appreciation shown in participants for the initiative of inviting them into 
the planning process undoubtedly made up a large part of the fuel that allowed 
the workload to be possible and enjoyable. Also as others started to engage 
in the project it no longer felt as if the work was solitary, suddenly we were 
many wanting it to succeed, and a responsibility grew within me to enable the 
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participants to help make it do so. Of course, another driving force was the goal 
of actually starting a student’s tenants union that together with the municipality 
realises the building proposal and goes on to coordinate neighbourhood 
councils around student areas on a regular basis. 

The process was as mentioned interesting and engaging but not to forget 
also an intense one. This since researching, organizing, advertising, planning, 
coordinating, hosting while writing and making sure to live up to the mentioned 
roles of the architect, was quite an endeavour for only one person. For future 
co-design projects, I would recommend having at least one more person on the 
team of coordination. This since it would probably help the process of preparing 
for council meetings as well as help the outcome of the project, since analysis 
and processing of results would be administered by four eyes and two brains 
which would allow for an on-going discussion around how to read results and 
how to proceed in the work. 

As to whether the choice of performing the council meetings in laundry 
rooms was a good idea there is no question. The aspect of talking about city 
development in a space close to oneself, an extension of ones own home made 
for a fun and stimulating experience, especially since each council meeting was 
held in different laundry rooms. Many that heard of the project were enticed by 
its placement and people that passed by as the council meetings were set up 
often reacted with surprise and a smile. The room and its common aspects made 
for a natural development of the ideas of the common, participants were sitting 
in a room manifesting how spaces can be successfully shared and cared for and 
this undoubtedly lead peoples’ thoughts about the importance of the common.

To conclude, architecture, city planning and the development of society as a 
whole, sits on a large opportunity, and it is co-design. In a time of development, 
as it is in Sweden today where we, as mentioned are to build hundreds of 
thousands of homes, why not take this opportunity and design and decide 
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about them together with end-users so that the spaces we build are anchored 
in the people that are to spend their lives in them. In this project one method of 
co-design is investigated but there are probably many other ways and systems 
that can be put in place to enable co-design to be possible, creatively, financially, 
politically and structurally. It has been fascinating to work for ways of tapping 
into present systems and establishing contacts with the student union, the 
housing company Bostaden AB and the municipality of Umeå and proposing 
collaborations. We are still to see if our proposal for an alteration of the municipal 
proposal of Lilljansberget and the student tenants union will be realized, and if 
not it is unfortunate, but we will at least have tried, and to end here, as brought 
up in earlier endnotes, no change will happen unless someone tries to make it 
do so.
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